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The first step in transitioning to IPv6 is to ensure 
that IPv6 capable models of hardware and IPv6 
capable versions of software are installed / 
available.

Configuration Management tools can help with 
reporting the status of hardware and software on 
the network – assess your readiness to begin / 
continue your transition.
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Three areas require Configuration Management 
in order to understand the readiness of the 
enterprise.

• Hardware/Platform versions
• OS / IOS versions
• Software/Application versions
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Three primary tools are in use for Configuration 
Management the Department of Veterans Affairs:

• SolarWinds – Network platforms and 
software

• Tivoli Endpoint Manager (TEM) – Windows 
platforms and software

• IBM Cognos Dashboard – User interface 
for monitoring and reporting
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SolarWinds and TEM send their configuration 
data to the IBM Cognos Dashboard for 
monitoring and reporting. Reports can be 
configured based on individual versions of 
hardware or software.

The following slides illustrate the capabilities of 
the Cognos Dashboard configured for security 
compliant application versions.
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Once systems and software begin to process 
IPv6 messages, it is critical to monitor the 
impact of the new traffic on networks, systems, 
and application performance. 

There are many applications available for 
performance monitoring. Upgrades may be 
needed to make performance monitoring tools 
capable of monitoring the impact of IPv6.
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SolarWinds

The VA uses SolarWinds to monitor the 
performance of the most critical applications.

The VA also uses a variety of other tools for the 
purpose of monitoring and analyzing network traffic, 
executing synthetic transactions, and producing 
performance reports. 

The following slides illustrate some of the 
SolarWinds monitoring capabilities.
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The NSOC at the VA is using several tools to manage 
and monitor the network.

• SolarWinds NCM and NPM – Network performance and configuration
o Network Configuration Manager (NCM) - Manages device 

configurations by scanning the devices for unauthorized changes
o Network Performance Monitor (NPM) - – Monitors the   

performance of the network and sends notifications to the Remedy 
AR  System

• NetScout – Reports on network statistics, performs optimization and 
capacity reporting, and reports on service delivery

• Netflow – Network performance monitoring
• Sourcefire – Intrusion detection
• OpNet AppTransaction Xpert – Synthetic  transactions
• OpNet ACE – Packet inspection
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For currently installed products:
Is the installed version IPv6 capable? 
If not, is there a capable version available from the vendor 
and when will that be available? 
If a capable version is not on the horizon consider an 
alternative.

When purchasing new products:
Is the currently available product IPv6 capable?  
Are competing products IPv6 capable?
Is IPv6 functionality on their roadmap?

Avoid buying new products which are not IPv6 capable 
since this violates the current FAR regulations.
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EXAMPLE

Good news:
All the network management and monitoring tools listed 
above are IPv6 capable as installed or have IPv6 
capable versions available from the vendor. 

Concern:
However, the interface between SolarWinds and Netflow
will not be IPv6 capable until 2013. 

Mitigation:
Alternatives may need to be considered.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE AUDIENCE
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QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE


